Comeau Aerospace Inc.
Forward with intensity & passion...
Our mission is conducting aerospace research and development directed to
the ultimate flying machine design engineering projects.
The essence of what we propose to create is an environment where
confidence, optimism, imagination and excitement fill the atmosphere,
and talented people are inspired, working to transform thought into reality.
Naturally, some of the ideal advantages converge and are amplified by
integrating the established solid engineering and manufacturing technology of science,
with the brilliant faculties of creative imagination in art. In this realm of mathematics and
geometry, combined with the right people and organized resources, this is possible.
Magically, optimizing elements and aerodynamics of design and style, with outstanding
engineering and manufacturing, made with infinite degrees of precision and pride, in an
environment promoting co-operative management and teamwork with a clear vision focused
on transforming the mission into reality - to build and fly the ultimate flying machine.
We yearn to explore, discover, invent and find solutions, to really experience that ultimate
thrill, unified with common goals, that sense of pure brilliance, inspiration and limitless energy
focused on something so incredibly more important than anything else in the world.
We are intrigued with creating what we envision and can build together,
an alternate future incredibly more challenging, rewarding, adventurous and exciting.
An incredible spectrum of possibilities and opportunities fall out of the sky everyday.
Cosmic cycles of irresistible gravitational forces of attraction,
the energy of aerospace, forged by a soul group, mysteries and adventure anticipating
a fusion of new relationships, freedom and purpose, multi-dimensional physics,
co-creative power and resources looking upwards to a sky without limits.
A future that might seem fantastic at first, but in every way possible.
The experience of lifetimes of learning, doing and dreaming,
compressed for a moment in time, released to its ultimate escape velocity,
transcending the world of thought to materialize as the ultimate flying machine.
Comeau Aerospace Inc. is dedicated to all those invincible souls who dare to
do much more than just dream.
Let's fly!
The Ultimate Flying Machine Adventure
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